NOTICE

The applicants for the post of Senior Software Developer (On Contract) applied against advertisement No. R&D-Developers-GMF/10/2021-NFR (Senior Software Developer on Contract) dated 23rd September 2021 are hereby informed that the details of scrutiny of applications have been uploaded on the website of the Institute and the same are also updated in the recruitment portal. The following lists are linked for information of the applicants:

List of Applicants Shortlisted/ Not-shortlisted for Senior Software Developer (On Contract)
Click here

If any rejected applicant wishes to make a representation, he/she may do on or before 21.10.2021 by 06.00 PM to admis@iitism.ac.in with subject of the email as “Senior Software Developer (On Contract)” for consideration and decision of the Institute. After the mentioned deadline, no such representation shall be entertained.

The information regarding the selection test against the aforementioned advertisement, is listed below:

- Date of Selection Test: 30.10.2021 (Saturday)
- Reporting Time: 08.30 AM
- Venue: New Lecture Hall Complex Lab-II (NLHC Lab-II), IIT(ISM), Dhanbad (Note: Venue is approximately 01 KM far from the IIT (ISM), main gate)
- Mode of examination will be Offline i.e., Candidates should present physically to appear in the SQL Test followed by an interview.
- Duration of the SQL Test: 03 Hours
- The final Selection will be made on the basis of their performance in the SQL Test and interview where the 80% weightage will be given for the performance on SQL Test and 20 % weightage will be for the performance on interview.
- The shortlisted candidates will be provisionally allowed to appear in the tests, subject to verification of their original testimonials Viz., Mark sheet and Certificates of educational qualification, experience certificates etc. (Please also bring a set of self-attested copy of your certificates)
- No admit card is being issued to any candidate. The candidates appearing in the test shall be required to bring with them a photo identity card viz., Aadhar Card, Pan Card, Driving License or any other I-card issued by any Government Organization, at the time of test for verification, failing which they may not be allowed to appear in the test.
- Preloaded XAMPP will be provided to the candidates, however, the candidates will be allowed to test the complete installation before the start of the Test.
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